Health Solutions

Enterprise Analytics and Visualizations

Your analytics partner with the experience, horsepower and tools to help you enhance the
value inherent in your enterprise’s data. Healthcare organizations have access to more data
than ever before from various sources and at accelerating speeds. How can you capture,
manage and transform that data into information ‐‐ providing game changing insights and
measurable value?

OUR OFFERINGS

FTI CONSULTING ANALYTICS
FTI Consulting Analytics is a comprehensive consultative approach from the Health
Solutions practice of FTI Consulting. We improve healthcare organizations’ analytics
capabilities overall and in clinical, financial and operational performance areas with
the following services:


Analytics Comprehensive Assessment



Analytics Strategy and Roadmap Development



Data Governance Review



Master Data Management



Analytics Performance Improvement



Benefits Management and Tracking



Data Quality and Scrubbing



Clinical, Financial, and Operational Analytics: EMR expertise



Visualizations: Qlik, Spotfire, and Tableau expertise



Knowledge Management and Transition
o

Technical Training (SQL Server, QlikView)

Islands of Information, different answers, no common definitions

Single analytic portal, Enterprise Information
definitions and distribution

Health Solutions

Enterprise Analytics and Visualizations
FTI Consulting Analytics@Work (A@W) offers the packaged
solutions and applications you need to gain insight into your
enterprise’s performance and identify potential improvement
opportunities. By analyzing your raw data and augmenting it
with the FTI Consulting Knowledge Engine, A@W turns your
vast amounts of data into actionable information, enabling
organizational improvement and a competitive advantage.
Analytics@Work Solutions:
 Labor Analytics
 Physician Enterprise Performance
 Clinical Transformation
 Quality Indicators









Analytics@Work Knowledge Engine:
 Built from the FTI Consulting extensive healthcare and
global cross‐industry experience
 Distinguished from other reporting and visualization tools
by advanced analytic algorithms
 Provides an analytic path to facilitate analysis,
management and strategic planning for your organization
FTI Consulting Analytics Outsourcing is the solution to an
enterprise’s shortage of resources to drive results. Today’s
healthcare analytics’ needs are much more complex than report
writers and Excel can address. Leverage our data scientists and
subject matter experts along with the latest innovations from
the FTI Analytics Institute to advance analytics in all aspects of
your business.
Outsourcing Capabilities:
 Analytic Leadership
o Data Governance
o Analytics Roadmap



o FTI Analytic Institute
Visualizations and Reporting
o Cloud Based Hosting of Analytics
o Predictive Analytics
End User Exploration Tools
o QlikSense and Tableau
Data Acquisition and Aggregation
o Extract Transform Load
o Data Cleansing
Data Warehouse
o Development / Maintenance
o Master Data Management (MDM)
o Data Dictionary
Resources
o SME Liaisons
o Data Scientists
o Data Architects / DBAs
Knowledge Transfer

FTI Consulting Analytics Institute cultivates the next generation
of healthcare analytics. Utilizing predictive algorithms and
machine learning, we develop new ways to proactively plan for
the future and augment retrospective management. Our
advanced analytics focuses on extracting information from large
and varying data sets to determine patterns and predict future
outcomes and trends. Predictive analytics includes what‐if
scenarios and risk assessments.
Institute Capabilities:
 Next Generation
 Predictive Analytics
 Big Data
o Population Health
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About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations manage change,
mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. FTI
Consulting professionals, located in all major business centers throughout the world, work closely with clients to
anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities. For more information, visit
www.fticonsulting.com and connect with us on Twitter (@FTIConsulting), Facebook and LinkedIn.
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